The first passage serves as a reflection, by Kazantzakis himself, onto the prob lem just discussed. On the surface and at the center of this passage we see the same wavering between metaphor and actuality. What are these gods that rise up in the mind? Are they 'just words' or are they 'words plus something, outside language, that they mean?" At a deeper level Odysseus and Kazantzakis are dis cussing the status of this entire poem. They are forcing us to consider what it means to produce, today, an heroic epic poem in which man, represented by a centrally human figure, goes beyond himself into a partial divinity?mixes with gods (Athene, Poseidon), reflects with more than human largeness onto the hu man situation, aspires to transcend himself. Kazantzakis is not pretending to be more than human himself, as poet. But he is asking us to think about the ex tremities of literary possibility. These swift analyses suggest, what is true, that Kazantzakis is very concerned in his Odyssey with man's possibilities of making himself more than man; and that he is quite concerned, though not consistently or systematically, about the role of language and imagination as staters and confirmers of those human possi bilities.
When we turn our attention to the massive epic, as a whole, we see both of these concerns reflecting themselves vastly.
Odysseus, and through him Kazantzakis, passes through an immense gamut of experiences; sources of hope, new aspiration, terrible disillusion, ascetic with drawal from everything human, search for salvation in a final cutting off even from his own freedom, a kind of renunciation even of renunciation. There are several large senses in which the character running through these experiences is a bearer of the possibility of becoming a god. The most important sense is this:
Odysseus here takes up the whole human condition into himself, and then seems to reach a position, beyond that condition, from which he can look back onto it, can almost take possession of it like its maker. Being a knower and experiencer seems, here, to come close to being a creator; creators of that caliber are part gods.
On the way to that vision Odysseus moves slowly, through painful stages; gradually acquiring a sense of what he is, and of what he means to himself. His stages are marked by visions or dreams. A few will prove the point.
After he leaves Sparta, he goes with his men to Knossos; there, at the harbor, an old man sells him an icon, a seven-headed ivory god. The brutal, lowest head represents the bestial in man; the subsequent heads represent, with nuances, the military, the voluptuous-erotic, the mental, the grievous, the serene, and the soulfully ethereal in man. As Odysseus meditates on this icon he sees that it rep resents the ascending series of possibilities by which man prepares the godlike to reveal itself in him. Odysseus is both inspired and discouraged: The inner realizations, of Book XIV, include and transcend all of Odysseus' earlier won wisdom, about the presence of god in him; for now he sees that god is working through him, and struggling to be freed through him as a vehicle. He has found an efficient way to affirm both that he is god and that he is not god; that he is immensely powerful and yet painfully finite; that he is torn by struggle and yet is a privileged node of unity in which converge all the divergent forces in the universe?from geological to theological. Odysseus brimmed with waters, trees, fruit, beasts, and snakes, and all trees, waters, beasts and fruit brimmed with Odysseus.
(Odyssey, XVI, 11. 476-7) This is not the last time he will feel himself one with the universe, but it is the last time he will come even close to calling that oneness part of god. From this point on, through increasingly allegorical adventures which lead him to death in the Antarctic, Odysseus confines his speculation and experience to forms of hu manism. To some degree he has simply changed his vocabulary, wiping the word god out of it. But he has also changed his whole system of accounting metaphori caHy for the nature of his world. Odysseus; that is, the hand that sketches them seems to move out from the wide narrative of the poem, not that specifically from the hand of Odysseus. The ef fect of such bracketing is this: it gives the poem's author an additional possibility, for shaping our attitudes toward the significance of god-language in this work. When Kazantzakis stands more indivisibly inside his hero, he temporarily for sakes the possibilities of that useful distance.
The prologue and epilogue to the epic are especially instructive in this regard, for in them Kazantzakis tells us something about his view of the kind of language making involved in such a commitment. Kazantzakis could go no farther than this, in removing himself from any one of his characters, and in standing both within and outside his whole work. It stands to reason that we will here win a glimpse of Kazantzakis' most generalized insights into the god-making, which is so largely language-making, in this epic. The prologue is an invocation of the spirit of Odysseus, the 'castle-wrecker,' the Captain who is coming. This invocation is justified by Kazantzakis' desire to 'take possession of the world with song.' The Sun is called on for help in remem bering and naming all that has happened beneath it. The poet will sing of these things, as they assembled themselves around Odysseus; and in this way the poet will make the whole existence of his hero, in the widest sense, a metaphor for the totality of human reality, and for all the points at which that totality includes the god-like. In that sense there is here a belief in the body which, if it never approaches the body hymns of The Odyssey, is yet far from Albigensian. To that extent, precisely, Francis learns through his body some part of the meaning of God's struggle against him.
Ill
The Odyssey: A Modern Sequel is an epic. Saint Francis is a novel. Other novels could have been chosen to elaborate the argument hinted at above; Freedom or Death, Zorba the Greek, or Toda Raba would have brought us to essentially the same points as Saint Francis, which we can regard as representative of Kazantzakis' arguments about god, in his fiction. We noticed that there are wide similarities between the embodied theology of Saint Francis and that of The Odyssey. One salient difference, which has its roots in the nature of literary genre, divides the novel from the epic theology in Kazantzakis. Since he embraces the epic tradition of the isolated hero, who leaves lesser men increasingly be hind him, Kazantzakis drives Odysseus beyond all contexts the epic can estab lish for him; as a consequence Odysseus goes beyond god and replaces god with himself. Kazantzakis' novel-world is more social than this; as by definition (origin plus essential nature) the novel inevitably is. Saint Francis, though heroic, is defined both by the narrator Leo, and by a variety of hostile and sympathetic characters, in terms of whom his heroism assumes its special form. He never re places god or becomes god; he remains visible in the human context. My last example of Kazantzakis' literary theology is The Saviors of God: Spiritual Exercises. Here we see Kazantzakis arguing the theology embodied in his imaginative literature. 'Arguing' will never mean, in this writer, strictly disci plined conceptualizing. Here it means sequential thought generated by intuition, perceptions which gather up and direct masses of mastered experience.
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